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FY 2016 HEALTH INSURANCE
GOALS:
 Provide IHLS employees with quality health insurance that places a priority on
preventative care.
 Provide IHLS employees with an option to participate in a “richer” medical plan.
 Consider the financial impact to employees and offer a Flex Spending Account,
FSA.
 Consider the financial impact on IHLS and keep the cost of health insurance within
the approved, flat budget.
 Due to the financial uncertainty of the State, allow IHLS employees another year
without mandatory payments to the medical premium.
 Provide IHLS with required Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act reporting .

Health Insurance
TRADITIONAL
•Insurance company designs the
plan.

SELF‐FUNDED
•Employer designs the plan.
•Employer sets the rate.

•Insurance company sets the rate
based on claims, administrative cost •Employer assumes limited risk.
and other fees.
•Employer purchases STOP/Loss
coverage.
•Insurance company purchases
STOP/Loss coverage.
•Employer pays PCORI Fees at $2.35
•PPACA Fees range approximately 4% PEPM, not added to premium. IHLS
pays $1240 annually.
added to premium. IHLS pays
$16,476 annually.
•Employer keeps balance of premium
•Insurance company keeps balance of pool.
premium pool.

Level Funded
How does it work?
•Designed for employers with 25‐300 employees.
•The main advantage to an employer is that the maximum cost of a budgeted self‐
funded plan is lower.
•The stop‐loss claim arrangement is a much more simple arrangement compared with
traditional specific and aggregate claim filing.
•The employer, NOT the insurer retains profitability at the end of the contract period.
•The employer pays a fixed monthly premium.
•The employer also funds a fixed monthly aggregate claims account. The claims pool
is calculated and based upon annual claims going forward, not those in the past.
Employees completed heath applications.
•If the actual claims exceed the cumulative aggregate claims account balance, Level
Funding pays the remainder.
•Employer has the ability to review claims monthly.
•In 2016 all fully insured plans will move to “community rating”. It is estimated that
this move will effect renewals by increasing them between 30‐55%.
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FLEX SPENDING ACCOUNT
EMPLOYEE

EMPLOYER

Calendar Year

Calendar Year

Determines benefit amount.

Sets benefit maximum $1500 limit.

Equal payroll deductions.
Receives FSA kit.
Use card for valid purchases.

(IRS maximum is $2500)
Weekly reporting; Pays vendor bill.
One‐time set up fee, $200.

Co‐pays, Rx, Dental, Vision and
OTC.

Kit fee, one‐time, $1.50 PE

 Money available for expenses.

Plan document fee $575

Use it or lose it!

$5 Monthly fee. Minimum $50.

Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act Fees
Health plan sponsors and issuers are required to pay fees to fund two
new programs established by the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act (PPACA)—a relatively small Patient Centered Outcomes
Research Institute fee and a more significant transitional reinsurance
program contribution (Reinsurance Fee)
The Reinsurance fee and the PCORI fee is based on “covered lives,”
which includes all individuals covered under the plan or policy.
Nothing in the tax code (as amended by the PPACA) or regulations
prevents an issuer from recovering the PCORI Fee or the Reinsurance
Fee through increases in premiums.

PPACA Reporting
Employers with 50+ FTE are required to annually report to the IRS.
IRS‐ forms 5056/5055 method of counting covered lives for a specified
quarter to determine PPACA and PCORI Fees.
Provide employees with mandated 1094/1095 forms to filed with
personal income tax for proof of coverage.
If approved, IHLS will have to provide two sets of reports, one for the
fully insured period, Jan – June and another for level funded, July ‐
December.
Reporting is due February 1, 2016. UHC and Coventry do not offer this
service for employers. EBSO provides all PPACA reporting.
Penalty for NOT reporting is $100 per day, per employee.

RECOMMENDATIONS
 EBSO‐ PPACA Reporting bundled at $10 PEPM. Eligible employees
include full time employees and part‐time employees working 30+
hours per week, or total FTE.
 HEALTH INSURANCE‐ Switch to level funded through EBSO. Offer
HealthLink health insurance to employees, no rate increase compared
to the FY 2014‐2015 plan year. Also with EBSO, IHLS will have
comprehensive and on‐demand reporting capabilities.
 DENTAL INSURANCE‐ Offer employees Guardian dental insurance,
resulting in a 13% increase. However, 45 employees/dependents will
benefit $250‐$1000 from the roll over allowance, for an additional
benefit total of $35,600. No other dental insurance offers this option.
 VISION INSURANCE‐ Offer employees Humana , no rate increase or
change in benefits compared to the FY 2014‐2015 plan year..
Employees like the covered services and the convenient locations of
the providers.
 GROUP LIFE & AD&D INSURANCE‐ Renew insurance with Humana at a
4.55% decrease to premium.
 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM‐ Renew the agreement with H&H
for a cost of $2.94 per month per employee, no rate increase from FY
2014‐2015 contract year.
 FLEX SPENDING ACCOUNT‐ Offer employees Flex Spending with EBSO
at $5 PEPM. One‐time $575 plan document fee, $200 set‐up and $1.50
kit fee, per employee.

